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OLD NEWS IS NEW NEWS.
Or you could say, you heard it here first!

Well, it's old news to us anyway, even though new to the western medical
establishment. Newsweek magazine, (March l l , 1996) medicine article
headlines, "Timingis Everything." Duh... The gist of this article describes
a growing field of medicine called ’chronobiology’(a term that Adano C.
Ley originally coined in the early70's), whichuti-
lizes the strategicuse of time in medicine. For in-
stance, the timing of the onset of illness is being
researched, i.e. asthma strikes at night (Lung
time), cholesterol levels rise during the winter
(Gall Bladder time falls in the season of winter);
and the time to administer medicines, i.e. cancer drugs are less toxic if
they’re used only at certain time of day. What particularly caught my eye

Continued on next page

A Review

D L E I A F T E H

No, it’s not a foreign word. Would it help if I spelled it this way:
dLeIaFtEh? Or how about, D(L)E(I)A(F)T(E)H? Now you’ve got it! It’s
hard to separate the two, each depending on the other for its existence.
Maybe it's because Pluto has entered the sign of philosophy, or maybe its
because ofmy owncurrent astrologythese days, or maybeit’sjust mebeing
me, but I find that I am fascinated with Death. What is it, how does it feel?
How do I know that I'm not already dead? Maybe what I am experiencing
now as life is really my life flashing before my eyes in the last moment of
life. How do you know that whenyou're 'awake'you'renot really asleep in
a dream? And how do you knowthat when you're asleep in a dream, you're
not really awake?

If the subject of death is disagreeable to you, asit is to most of the
population then maybe you would feel better about reading this article if
you knew it to be a book review, which it is. The Tibetan Book 0fL1'v1'11g
andDying, by Sogyal Rinpoche, points to the answers I have just posed.
Rinpoche writes, "We are actually educated into believing that nothing is
realbeyond what we can perceivewithout ordinarysenses. ..Thisisperhaps
the darkest and most disturbing aspect of modern civilization--its igno-
rance and repression of who we really are.” One of Rinpoche's close
studentsdescribes it asbeing halfway between a book and a living master,
and there is a lot of truth in that. You sense it when he says, "I always say,

Continued on page 4



reading this article is that a lot of this research is

coming from the city where Adano had his clinic,
Houston, andthe Hermann Centerfor Chronobiology
and Chronotherapeutics, there. It’s too coincidental
and sowonderful! Solar Nutrition, which isbased on

timing the ingestion of food to correlate with the
needs of the body, is gradually becoming better
understood. "Eat your way to butterflyhood!

” is not

merely an exhortation, but a reliable life-style to
health and longevity. It’s not what you eat, but when

you eat it.

Another interesting development, this one
about diet comes from a new book called TY1e Zone.
Although I have not read this book, I did see a TV
interview with its author who indicated that the no-
fat diet is unproductive for losing weight because it
altersnegatively thehealthy insulin production zone
of the body actually causing a weight gain similar to
that found in people with diabetes! Research shows
that the incidence of obesity/isonthe rise, despite the
numbers of people on a no-fat diet. Again, the
evidencevalidatesthe moderationof Solar Nutrition
and the importance of oils and lipids for each meal.

Interestingly, Adano often distin-

lineup of specialty players to fit the situations."
Those of us who studied with Swami

Nityananda will remember well his lessons on

'spermal confrontation/ He said that the life of
consciousnessthat welive now through the breath is

merely a repetition of the spermal journey that we
havealreadywon,unconsciously. Thisis why we are
all winners, but because of incorrect parental and
societal programming we believe ourselves to be
losers. I don't think Adano was talking about mate-
rialistic achievement in his definition of a winner or
a loser. Rather he indicated that a winner is one who
knows "what"he is whereas a loser identifies with
"who"he is. Unity v. separation.

These articles offer factual validation to the
core teaching ofAdano C. Ley (SwamiNityananda),
if you need it! Both of these articles appeared in
March when both Pluto and Uranus were exactly
sextile in their respective new signs. Pluto in Sagit-
tarius isand willbe exposing a newworldviewbased
on new conceptions and higher learning. Uranus in

Aquarius is and will be enlightening us through
scientific advancement. Here is a good example of
their working together to benefit humanity.
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Want to read some more things Adano said
about time? Here are a few:

The timing of the daily events in
guishedbetween thetwotypes of cho-

lesterol, the yellow and thewhite, the

healthy and the unhealthy andhow to

shy away from the latter.

More Old News I - _-gg.
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_H-.;-gg:-_‘_--.‘.'-_“_‘l_-_ Dimension is time and is mea-18th, 1996, heads an article called,

"This is not just Biology here--it's a

_ your life is the evidence that cre-
" " ' -”"`__' F ' ative intelligenceisdirecting your

survival.
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In time, on time, all the time.

mini-super Bowl." referring to the

spermal run to the ovum! Many of you will remem-
ber Adano’smantra, "l ama winner, based on the fact
that the sperm made it to the ovum against all odds,
Losers can’t be born.” or, ”Iam a winner" for short.

Again, Medical research is catching up to truth. The
thesis of this article is that "the man’s sperms goes
after the egg with the strategy of a football team...
and that a man unconsciously adjusts his ejaculate’s

sured by a circular ruler. Time
can only be measured in a circle because time is
motion.

Time spelled backwards is emit. Time is emis-
sion.

You can’t recognize time without light. Time is a
phenomenon of light.

Continued on page 6
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:”It's a retrograde summer that

'we live in,” to paraphrase an old
| so n g . Basically it’s a time to look
Iback and in. You might find that
I someunfinishedbusinessrequires
I your attention,or that you longto

:repeat something you once en-

ljoyed, or maybe, even, an old

'lover or two reappears on the

'scene The movie, Alission Im-
I possible, is a good example of

Iretro(grade) summer fun, but it
Iwas better the first time around,
Iwasn’t it? Better to use this en-

:ergyto goin: rethinkthose plans,

'check your priorities, gather
'more information. Be careful
'about making long-range plans.
I In addi-
I tionto allthe _ret-: rogrades,we.also

» ;, 7 ' _haverhoseaplanI e t sin new signs:I
I Pluto, Uranus
| and Saturn. Thisisa very disori-
| enting and confusing time as we
Ilearn to accommodate these new
Iforces.Actually, the multiple ret-
Irogrades are giving us some

:breathingroom as we regain our

lfooting. Manyofus (anyonewith
any planets between 27° and 4°

:of any sign ) have made sudden
I giant steps forward. This is the
Itime to take a deepbreath and see
'what you've done, what you'd
Ilike to correct or do differently

:now that you have some space
I for introspection.
l l - l l - - l - l l l -

7|1ree months at a glance

OnJuly 2, Venuswillstart
her directpath againat 11°Gemini.
If you were born in this sign or
have a twinned Venus you might
find youthoughtyouhad to choose
between two loves, but now you
can find a way to make them both
work. Maybe you've rehashed an

\`i
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you repaired or bought old jew-
elry. Here's another Venus
phenomenum: Venus and Mars
are travelling together through-
out the summer. They met up in
mid-June in Gemini and travel
through Cancer andLeo hand-in-
hand until Venus surges ahead in

old love affair and months! Jupiter, Saturn,
now you are really T I

_._ Uranus and Neptune re- Ifeadl’ to 80 3 '_ rmainretrograde through Iahead Or maybe
V

the m onth, |

hard work. Saturn will follow
Pluto and Uranus respectively to
0° where they all coincidentally I
(?) begin their forward motions'
again in the late summer and fall. I
August 10thfinds Pluto making I
his direct approachandaltogether I
he will have sat on 0° for over 3 I

On September 3rd ,Jupiter is the I
one to go forward and will con- I
tinue so right into hisnext sign of I
Aquarius (in January 97). How- I
ever, on the 4th Mercury will go :
retrograde from the early de- I
grees of Libra back to 19°Virgo, |
one of his own signs until the I

Virgo in September. With __ 26th_EXp¢¢tandl
11 1 /f 1 ‘ '

1 ~¢.*":??»»(‘QZ’§"̀ ~`#'~"°\\̀ %<"-'li <1f It e m a e emae p r m c i p 1 , , _
thus entwined, this can be a very
romantic time ...and, hey! when
love is in the air, who cares any-
way about delays in business, and
disagreeable confrontations and
thwarted plans.

Butthen onJuly 18th,Sat-
urnmakeshisstationat 7° Ariesto
take his look back. A backward
moving Saturn is never anyfun: it
tends to bring out our doubts and
fears about the current commit-
ments we havejust made as it also
brings on delays and obstacles.
With Saturn in Aries you might
also experience fatigue, the dol-
drums,depression, orjust toomuch

‘J Y prepare or
botched communicationswhether I
from personal interaction or via:
technology and the media. CheckIdetails twice! This is not the time |
to put in a new filing system! |
Watch those travel arrangementsI
if you have to make them during I
this period. Take a carry on bag. I
Mail your checks early. Allow:
plenty of time to drive, etc, etc. IThis year is not an easy I
one for the faint hearted: every- |
thing is in flux, subject to change. |
Ifyou havecourageand flexibility I
you’ll be using a lotof it now! And I
in the meantime, BREATHE 11 I
(andlook for the nextissue of L C)I
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'Our buddha nature is as good as
any buddha’s buddha nature."’

When I have told people
about this book they think I am,
spealdng about the ancient text
called The Tibetan Book of the
Dead. And while this guide does
describe and prepare the reader
for the Bardo, a sort of initiation
into death and rebirth, it is much
more abook about life and howto
live it with one’s full potential
expressed.

The Tibetans are quite
clear about honoring your own
culture and religion. They know
that it is possible to use the Ti-
betan Buddhistprinciples in har-
mony without dishonoring an-
other religious path. It’s the same
truth but the names arechanged.
Andsince we@1140dir->(a simplis-
ticbutallencompass-
ing defmition of
death could be,
'leaving the

p h y s i c a 1

p1=m<-25,

tually, even if
we are Lon-
gevitystudents
in the Swami
Ni t y an an d a
sense and choose the diamond

body, resurrection, or non-de-

composition, Rinpoche's book
enhances our awareness and of-
fersadditionaltechniques to make

thatprocessavictoriousone. Simi-

larly,we all knowpeople whoare

leaving this planet and again the

knowledge in this book can give
us the opportunity to serve, to
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give succor and dignity to them
in theirportentous moment, and
to understand the process in
terms of releasing attachment.

Rinpoche says, "Life and death
are in the mind, and no where
else."

Thisarticleis alsopart of
our ongoing -intention to keep
you posted on "Teachers Who
Can Give Booster Charges."
That is, we all know it takes lots
of stored energy to progress (or
potentiate, self-actualize, indi-
viduate, whatever). And yet the
stress levels we often encounter
are so depleting and enervating.
So we need from time-to-time
what AdanoC. Leycalled a"bat-

tery recharge.” How do you
know when someone can give it
to you? Being in their presence
exhilarates, rejuvenates, anden-

ergizes you; it creates bliss
and opens your heart, etc.
Such is the author and Ti-
betanBuddhist masterwhom

ously methere
in Encinitas recently at the
Paloma Theatre. (Paloma is
Spanishfor 'dove.’) I-Iisbook

appeared to me as fortu-

itously: when we were on
retreat withGangaji in Maui last

yearone ofour fellowretreatants
gave it to me. How Rinpoche
would love that. Duringhis talk
here in Encinitas he recom-
mended that you steal, borrow,
or copy the book and noted that
it is the most stolen book in Aus-
tralia! (Butjust don’ttell hispub-
lisher.) With such lighthearted

Langevity Circuit

humor Rinpoche also deals with the
most serious subjects.

Asusual, wecontinue to find
that all realized people essentially
say thesame thing althoughthepath
and the words might be different.

Mantra '

Amantra isa”potentvibratorychant,
an instrument of thought... auniver-
sal terminology." This is how

Yogananda describes mantra. The
Sanskrit wordsbelow are Om Mani
Padme Hum , the Buddhist mantra

2 / * ¢\

@wf=1§é
of Compassion. Each of the 6 syl-
lables purifiesone ofthe sixpoison-
ous negative emotions.

Another mantra, " I Am A
Winner.”is 5 syllablesthat purifies
the 5 elements from the incorrect
programming obtained atbirth and
before. It brings the realization that
the Sperm made it to the Ovum

against all odds, and that loserscan-
not be bom. More on mantras in
another issue of LC.

Adano Ley on Death
Adano Ley speaking onJesus’rais-

ing of Lazarusfromthedead: 'This
is not a death unto the death' What
kind of statement is that? It takes
modern scienceto find out nowthat
there aretwo kinds of death. Clini-
cal death and terminaldeath andyet
way back in that time, he's (Jesus)
alreadydefiningclinicaldeath from
terminal death. 'This is not a death
unto the death.’ This is a clinical
death I induced asa master over the
studentto showhim that possession

Continued on Page 7



SOLAR NUTRITIONisamethod
of eating based on timing in order
that one maysynchronizewith the

planet, and in so doing, lower
stress, conserve energy and live a

longevity life-style. It was mod-
ernized by Swami Nityananda
Saraswati, who said, "Eat your
way to butterflyhood.

" The 5 basic

principles are:
1. There is a time, aplace,

Emotionally, the kidney symboli-
cally teaches us to fi lter our per-
ceptionsleading usto developself-
honesty. We resent being fooled,
or having to do things we don't
like. There is a connotation of
fear, resenting change and need-

ing security. But behind all these

problems is the resentment we
feel when we have fooled our-

tural and karmic causes to the

kidney problems in this country.
Certainlythereareecological fac-
tors that cause difficulties, as in
our toxic water. Peoplewith slug-
gish kidneys would do well- to
drink distilled water and replace
the minerals with a colloidal trace
mineral supplement. Cow protein
also causes toxicity in the body

due to its uric acid.
The kidneys need

M
2- A little of anything 1s

3. Llve I0 eat IOget S1Ck.
5asfffsfss;s;2;2;§;2;§;2;i;s;5;f;f;2;;;f;2;s;2;2;2;§=======3,4. Live to eat to get well.
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5. Live to eat in order to
live NOT to eat.

(FOIthose ofyounewtoLongevity
Circuit, we have been discussing
the Chinese acupuncture Biologi-
eal Timecloak asa useful mi for

mgri-mg. Each of we12seg- 1
memsoffhe ¢1°¢k,asinasff°1°gy, ta * , t.-
pertains to a particular part of the ‘Y " `_."~===;¢,¢;.;_.5;i;22i§?2'- ,.,;;=;;,=;="'
body and a specific time zone.
Nurturingandsustainingthe timed

organs decreases stress, harmo-
nizes the emotions and increases
the utilization of food.)

KIDNEY

Following The Bladder is The

Kidney whose time is between 5
and 7PM. Thisorgan is extremely
sensitive as it not only must do its
own work, but it also takes the
burden off of many of the other

organs which might be under
stress. It pays to pamper one’s

kidney! In western medicine, the

kidney is known as a filtration

system. In Solar Nutrition, the

kidney has a similar function,
clearing water from the body.

J?/979?;
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selves (our cells) and realize we
have agreed to the victimization,
evenif unconsciously. Thisiswhen
a depleted kidney affects our im-
munity. Emotional antidotes are

compassion and self-honesty.
A Chinese acupuncturist I

know mentionedto methatAmeri-
can women as a group have very
weak kidneys. This is probably
the result of unbalanced roles in

marriage and the marketplace.
Thus we might find certain cul-

Longevity Circuit
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They need Cranberries
and grape juice in the
afternoon. Even a glass
of red wine between 5-

7pm is helpful. Since
the adrenalsareassoci-
ated in Solar Nutrition
with the Kidneys, be
sure to" add plenty of
chlorine type foods to
cleanse, suchas onions
and garlicat night. The
adrenals cause us to

fight, so be sure to get
plenty of Phosphorus
in night-time foods.
Also don't forget the

vitamin C.

Many people are going
through major changes right now
and since astrologically the kid-

neys rule the immune system,
change is hard on the kidneys.
This is an important time to give
your kidneys someattention, both

physically and emotionally. The

"Kidney Flush” is good for dis-

solvingstones: 4 oz. of cranberry
juice and 4 oz. ofcorn oil. Alsotry
cucumbers and cucumber tea.0

i 52222125ZIEIEIE1EIE2§IE1§1§1§¥§1§1§1§1§Ii
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Old news is new news, Con’t.

Realization means that something that is
real for the first time.

Time is measured by the distance light
takes to cross an electron.

The drive for knowledge brings about
time which is emit spelled backwards.
Time is an emission principle.
Only monotony is involved in infinity.

Time is an energy.

Stress is time.

The unified field is an instant.

"Bethou stilland know thatI am God,”not
"Be thou still' and think that I am God.”
(Thinking operates out of a time frame).

The decomposition of the human frame
makes us afraid of time.

Time is an oscillation equation: time
equalsresistance dividedby conductance.

Time regulates manifestation (or matter
which is mass in the visible range and
sonios regulates mass in the invisibl
range.)

Cb

Adano told this story about Jesus:
"He walks into this wedding and

his mother came up to him and said, 'Son,
there is no wine.' And his remark was,
'Woman, mytimehasnotyetcome.’Which
tells us right away that nobody does any-
thing, and when they do do it, it’s already
set up to be done at the right time. And if
you take any credit for it you're fooling
yourself. You livecosmictime andget the
credit for seeing it happen around you by
others and you believe you are making it
happen.

”

CD
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other, ”You heard it here first!"

Andrea Potts, our longtime Poetry Editor, has recently
been published in a popular California magazine, called
CUPS. Two of her poems were accepted, including "Re-
quiem for a Shirt" which has already seen the print in

ongevity Circuit. Here is the other:

OntheBeachinCapri

Sitting
in our rented sunbeds hungrily
spying the local mafia men
strutting in their string bikini bottoms
wearing
extra large gold necklaces
and their droopy boobed bleached out- wives dangling
the ever present cigarette
from freshly painted

_ lips.
A

(Thanks, Andrea...this is only the beginning!)®

More Reviews

Q Another wonderful(full of wonder) book:

g A new publication by Yogananda has come from SRF and

_<; will be of interest to Yogananda devotees. Yogananda says

Qabout thisbook, "I am not giving an interpretation, but am

Q.) chronicling what I perceived as the Spirit pours Its wisdom
g' into an attuned soul’s devotional intuition in the various

statesof ecstacy...Many truths are expressed in English for
the first time." The book? The Bhagavad Gita! This is the

Qc4°»@'<f‘(>

Continuedonpage 7
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Letters to the Editor

A friend writes:
"Here are your '96 transits: You've heard the
expression, 'Everythingiscomingup roses,' Well,
this is it honey! You've got a grand trine of
'leaping-frog' goinginto effect inMay of 96. It's
afate degree, whichmeans you can't doanything
about itexcept have fun, fun, fun and more fun.
this isavery good aspect that comes only oncein
a lifetime. Some people never experience it.

Leaping frog trine in a leap year. Oh, my.
Late summer will be the beginning of

turtle conjunct your sun in the 6th house. Very
very good health- this means long life. This is a
time to reap the benefits of many years of solar
nutrition. You'll experience the power surge
you'vebeen waiting for, for super consciousness.
Fly me to the moon and let me play among the
stars. The interesting thing about this transit is
that isgoes retrograde inthe fall and then makes
astationat22°, goes direct again inDec. and lasts
many lifetimes. Thirdly, and most imporkingly,
you have pig at 16°Sag. Thisis his natural place,
soput anapple inyour aspirations, hopes, wishes
and dreamsbecause they are about to be barbe-
cued and the sweet smell ofbliss isguaranteed!!!
No more rooting around through broken dreams
and promises. Babe is 'in' this year and so isyour
'highestgood.' You can't kid (billygoat) yourself
onthis one. This is very auspicious. This aspect
means that you are able to climb the pineal
pinnacle ofyour heartstrue desire and say to the
mountain, "Mountain move!"and the mountains

Adano Ley on Death, cont.

doesn't give realization but compassion gives
realization.

'

The angel of death is the egoand slaysThe Real.

S eep is sensory motor relaxation.
M§:_ditaIiQI1 is conscious sensory motor relax-
ation.
Death is sensorymotor organic relaxation when
the sensory, motor, and organic functions shut
down. It's deprivation of sensory stimuli. (D

V
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WHO GETS LONGEVITY CIRCUIT?

/ Longevity Circuit is mailed to clients free of
/

,\ charge each year you are cu.rrent. Otherwise it
'\ isavailable bydonation. Pleasesendall inquir-

ies, suggestions and donations to:
Virginia Comell,
103N. Hwy 101, #1028

F Encinitas Ca. 92024
Phone (619)632-0791
E~Mail: sage@connectnet.com
Fax: (619)632-0967

will move. But you must be as specificasthe highnote
that breaks the glass. This is a time for shattering any
and all illusions that you are merely clay. You are
mercurial clay with heart evol'ing. love, Vicki

, Q 9 9
And here's another great contribution:

Welcome to the Psychiatric Hotline.

Ifyou are obsessive-compulsive, please press l repeatedly

Ifyou are co-dependent, please ask someoneto press 2 for
you.

Ifyouhavemultiplepersonalities, pleasepress 3,4,5, and6.

If you areparanoid-delusional, weknow who you are and
' what you want. Just stayonthe line sowecantrace thecall.

If you schizophrenic, listen carefully and a little voicewill
tell you which number to press.

Ifyouaremanic-depressive, itdoesn'tmatter whichnumber
you press. Noone will answer.

(Thanks, .lerry!)

THE GITA, Cont.
best we'veseenon thesubject andexplains the Gita as
a spiritual allegory. Each of the characters are
identified psychologically and the history is made
understandable. Apparently Yoganandahas leftmany
manuscriptsstill to be 'edited according to his direc-
tions. The publication of this one was delayed due to
the death of its original editor. _»””»\f"̀ \""nj
Yogananda references it to the
Bible and you may find many of lg I f W_J
your questions answered here! (D 1 3-"

be .JJLonger/ily Circuit Page 7
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About this issue:
Pluto in Sagittarius is very evident in this issue of LC which draws entirely its theme from
current publications. The summer is traditionally a time to relax and get caught up on your
reading so here are some good ideas. Since Pluto in Sag involves itself with concepts and

higher learning, the drawn upon readingmaterial will probably send you on a mind trip. But
better a mind tripthan a mind fuck and hopefully by satisfying the mind we canjump intothe

abyss of NO MIND! Any way good reading!
'

If you simply MUST have some light reading, try P.D. James, Original Sin. And,
S110WFa]11̀ 11gon Cedars, by David Guterson is alsogood. Both ofthese have redeeming value
in that the reader is left with something after the book is finished. Here is a third that has no

redeeming value but is just plain fun: Lawrence Sanders, McNa11_}/is Caper.
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